Washing Machine Maintenance Tips for Energy Efficiency
Control Your Clothes Washer's Thirst for Water
Most of the energy consumed by a conventional top-load clothes washer is heating the water for its
wash and rinse cycles. So, you can signiﬁcantly reduce the amount of energy used by choosing the coldwater setting and adjusting the water level to the lowest amount necessary for each load. Also, carefully
sort loads and pretreat tough or greasy stains so you won't have to wash items twice. For more tips,
check the owner's manual.
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Adjust the settings for each load.
Wash full loads.
Combine half loads into full loads whenever possible; if you can't set the load size, wait until you
have a full load. (Check the owner's manual for guidance on what constitutes a full load; you
might even want to weigh a couple of loads to make sure.)
Don't overload the washer.
If packed together too tightly, clothes and other items won't get clean because the water won't
circulate properly.
Use cold water with a cold-water detergent.
In most cases, washing clothes and other items in cold water will get them clean. Coldwater
prolongs the life of most fabrics too.
If a cold-water wash doesn't work, try warm—not hot.
Choose the warm-water cycle when necessary for extra dirty clothes. Save the hot-water cycle
for diapers or severely stained loads.
Use the right amount of detergent.
Using too much detergent can cause color fading and create excess suds, which the washer may
not be able to rinse away during a normal cycle.
Choose a cold-water rinse. Warm or hot water doesn't rinse more effectively than cold.
Select an extended spin cycle: this option will force the greatest amount of water from clothes,
reducing drying time. (Note: This setting may not be appropriate for delicate and specialty
fabrics.)

Follow Repair Clinic’s Blog and subscribe to our YouTube Channel for the easiest to follow and most
accurate appliance repair and maintenance support and content.
Shop Repair Clinic Parts. Repair Clinic is a family-owned U.S. company that believes in the in the power
of education. That’s why we provide easy to follow, step-by-step instructions that guide you through the
whole process — from figuring out what’s wrong to making it all work again. As an authorized dealer of
original parts, we have over 4 million replacement parts and maintenance products for home
appliances, heating & cooling systems, and lawn & garden equipment.

